Vega Discover
PATRON ENGAGEMENT AND DISCOVERY FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Vega Discover provides the modern experience patrons expect, using a simple, intuitive interface and linked
data to create an immersive library experience that drives interest and exploration while advancing your
library’s role in the community. Vega Discover creates an engaging library experience and encourages further
exploration through enhanced discovery tools.

Transform your library
with Vega Discover:
Lead with modern technology
Provide anytime, anywhere access with
cloud-based design, built as software-as-aservice on a new multitenant platform.
Put Patrons First
Vega Discover is designed for the modern
user experience that patrons expect, based
on the way the average user searches and
navigates the catalog.
Bring the virtual library to life
Give patrons a virtual browsing experience
and make your resources more discover
able through automated author and topic
pages, content enrichment, and showcases.

“Vega Discover has really delivered on an
easy way for library users to find relevant
content. By combining rich conceptual
linking, title deduplication and a focus on
user experience, Vega offers the discovery

”

interface we need.

Tobin Cataldo
Executive Director at Jefferson County Library
Cooperative in Alabama

Stress-free Implementation
We ingest and transform your records with
guiding input from you. You can implement
and launch Vega Discover without a long
wait time, all while managing other projects
at the library.

What you get
Vega Discover is a full-featured discovery tool designed for public libraries with
input from public libraries. Vega Discover includes:

Context Engine

Integrated eContent —

Transform your large collection of metadata from
static MARC records into a dynamic collection of
BIBFRAMED linked data to uncover relationships
across resources, authors, and subjects and provide
a rich, intuitive discovery experience for patrons.

Place holds, check out items, and get started with
your ebook or eaudiobook. Available through a rich
set of APIs that easily integrate eContent and thirdparty software (OverDrive, Hoopla, etc.)

Interconnected Search Results

Powered by Syndetics Unbound, our enrichment
content offers enhanced discovery opportunities
and an engaging library experience where
users can explore Reader Reviews, Series data,
recommendations, book profiles, reading level,
and awards.

Modern technology that reflects popular search
platforms and delivers more relevant search
results that make linked data connections across
resources, contributors, and topics.

Roll-Ups
Eliminate endless scrolling by combining formats
and editions into a single search result with one
smart “hold” or “check-out” button, simplifying
workflows and offering at-a-glance availability.

Enrichment Content Included

Accessibility
Responsive user interface works across devices,
adheres to latest accessibility standards, and
supports multiple languages.

Showcases

Vega Guide for Discover

Discover provides automated showcases on
related materials, people, and topics and lets staff
create showcases to display library resources in a
visual interface that lets patrons virtually browse
your materials.

Help users get the most out of the online catalog
with interactive user tours of Vega Discover.
Libraries can also publish announcements, surveys,
and polls whenever they want, from a web browser.

Robust Patron Engagement

Free with Vega Discover is our Vega Connect
module which sends transactional emails to
patrons. Included with our easy-to-use email
design tool are templates for five types of patron
courtesy notices and three patron journeys for
new patron registration, account renewal, and
anniversary celebration.

Patrons have an always present bookshelf that’s
easy to find and visually appealing where they can
add favorites, create and share custom lists, save
searches, view their reading history, and manage
their account.

Vega Connect

Explore Vega Discover
Your patrons deserve a discovery experience that encourages exploration and lifelong learning.
Transitioning to Vega Discovery is seamless.

Request a demonstration
510.619.3566 | sales@iii.com | www.iii.com/contact
0322-V03

